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Abstract 

This study presents the Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm for making sense 

of most dependable parameters of the PID controller as an improvement invention for the 

end-to-end congestion control using the technique of Active Queue Management (AQM) 

which can safeguard a minute amount of queuing delay. By the use of a set of CRO rules, 

even though the PI (Proportional-Integral) controller for AQM design improves the 

solidness, the transitory exhibition of the PI controller isn't at the best, which incorporates 

the managing time that is excessively long. Therefore, as to win over this drawback, this 

paper, the PID (Proportional-Integral-Differential) controller is proposed to accelerate the 

responsiveness of AQM machine. Because of this, lately, researchers have carried out a 

random search approach which includes Particle swarm optimization (PSO), Grey Wolf 

Optimizer (GWO), and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to discover the choicest parameters for PID 

controller. Among modern-day heuristics algorithms, Chemical Reaction Optimization 

(CRO) turned and it combines functions of both GA and Simulated Annealing (SA) to find 

worldwide minimal in seeking space. The test model reproduction results effectively show 

the adequacy of the proposed calculation and its preferences over other current calculations. 

 

Keywords—Chemical Reaction Optimization(CRO); Active Queue Management; 

PI(Prportional-Integral);PID(Proportional-Integral- Differential); Simulated Annealing (SA) 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The TCP, a convention utilized for PC frameworks correspondence over the Internet, has a 

component that maintains a strategic distance from congestion in PC systems. TCP identifies 

congestion through checking affirmations or arrangement breaks and changing the senders’ 

TCP window sizes. This procedure is weak in controlling and is used to avoid any clogs that 

appear on the PC systems. AQM plans had been proposed to supplement the TCP position for 

network congestion control [3]. The extreme regular AQM targets are competent line use (to 
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restrain the events of line flood and undercurrent, as an outcome bringing down parcel 

misfortune and augmenting hyperlink usage), lining delay (to diminish the time required for a 

records bundle to be adjusted through the steering line), and vigor (to save shut circle regardless 

of changing over circumstances) [4]. AQM algorithms have been intended for execution at 

organizing switches, rather than usage at end hubs, along with Transmission control protocol 

sender or receiver elements. This longing is supported by utilizing reality that recognition of 

congestion should be possible most adequately in the switch itself. A system switch can 

dependably recognize spread delay and constant lining defer. Just the switch has a bound 

together perspective on the lining conduct extra time, choices about the period, and estimation 

of congestion to be permitted at the way phenomenal subsequently top-notch made by methods 

for the switch itself. 

  The primary objective of the PID Controller approach is to ensure that the line duration is 

easily constant at the intended line length, so that distance variation can be reduced to reduce 

the probability of packet failure, and the network system may attain stable status. Several 

scholars performed in-depth research on the method of PID constraint tuning and put forward 

a lot of methods of parameter situation. The Ziegler-Nichols frequency response approach 

setting parameters is proposed by [5]. However, it is hard to get the basic enhancement factor 

and the basic time of the system framework dependent on the involvement with the dynamic 

changing system condition, as a result, PID controller boundaries can't be utilized further. A 

technique for boundary modification dependent on the edge of soundness is recommended in 

the paper [6]. This methodology is the absence of a sufficiency edge control organize 

framework, and the equation for the stage edge is exceptionally convoluted, so the ideal 

outcome is hard to get. The strategy for enhancing the PID boundary for a negligible necessary 

square blunder is proposed by [7]. Such techniques for setting PID boundaries are in the reason 

of choosing the controlled substance, discovering PID boundaries to enhance the condition of 

the system framework in a presentation record, just to enter a PID controller in which an 

advanced boundary, the ideal combination of the PID boundaries will not be reached, so it is 

hard to accomplish the ideal system state. 

  Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO) algorithm has the quality and heartiness of 

stochastic inquiries. The PID algorithm corresponds to the CRO algorithm, which can solve 

the problem of the adaptation and alteration of the coefficients of the PID based algorithm to 

satisfy the variety of traffic flow. In this portion, it is suggested that the PID algorithm for the 

optimization of the chemical reaction, which can adequately satisfy the AQM through the 

stochastic research capability is based on the CRO algorithm cycle. This study focuses on the 

utility of the Chemical Optimization Algorithm to discover worldwide improvement for PID 

controller boundaries. The researchers check each iteration in the plant model and duly find the 

performance indices. 

II. TCP/AQM CONTROL THEORY MODEL  

Different strategies were utilized to display the TCP, for example, recharging hypothesis, 

fixed point, liquid models, processor sharing, and hypothetical control [8]. Here, it receives the 

model created by Hollot and his associates [9]. This model speaks to a streamlined model 

created by Misra and his associates [10] which is a nonlinear unique model dependent on liquid 
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stream and stochastic differential conditions on a basic level. The rearranged model disregards 

the instrument for TCP breaks.  

For the model the non-straight differential conditions are given as: 

𝑾(𝒕) =
𝟏

𝑹(𝒕)
−

𝑾(𝒕)𝑾(𝒕−𝑹(𝒕)))

𝟐𝑹(𝒕−𝑹(𝒕)
𝑷(𝒕) − 𝑹(𝒕)  (1) 

 

q(t) = 
𝑾(𝒕)

𝑹(𝒕) 
𝑵(𝒕 − 𝑹(𝒕)                                       (2) 

 

In equation (1), (2)   

C    = Router Bandwidth 

R(t) = Round Trip Time 

P(t) = Packet Drop Probability  

 N(t) = Number of TCP flows 

q(t) = Router Queue length 

W(t) = Window Size for current TCP 

The nonlinear differential equation of (1), (2) are linearized near the steadiness point to 

facilitate analysis and design to facilitate analysis and design in [7]. Figure 1 displays a closed-

loop control feedback model. 

 

 

Fig1. Feedback control model for Closed Loop 

 

The above Fig 1.    

q0  = Target Que length in router 

C(s)  = Controller 

e(t)  = Time t Error Control  

p(t)  = Drop the packet probability at time t 

q(t)   = Router Queue length at time t  

P(s)e-sRo = Control Plant  

The controller impartial is to keep the size of the line in q0, that can be grown by setting the 

p(t) to e(t). 

C(s) P(s)e-sRo 
+ − 

 e(t) 

 

P(t) q(t) 
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𝑷(𝒔) =
𝑪𝟐

𝟐𝑵

(𝑺+
𝟐𝑵

𝑹𝟎
𝟐𝑪

)(𝑺+
𝟏

𝑹𝟎
)
   (3) 

In (3)  

 C = Router Bandwidth 

N = Amount of  TCP flows 

 𝑹𝟎 = Round trip time 

At Figure. 1, If C(s) uses PI controller, PI algorithm is cultivated in AQM [4]; if C(s) uses 

PID controller, PID procedure is practiced in AQM [11];PI algorithm is given based on RED 

algorithm steadiness investigation, it has benefits over RED algorithm. Be that as it may, it is 

difficult to ensure the dynamic proficiency of the PI algorithm. For dynamic outcomes, The 

PID procedure has an improvement over the PI algorithm, yet the strategy for tuning 

coefficients for the PID algorithm is fairly entangled.  

 

III. PID CONTROLLER FOR ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT CONTROL 

SYSTEM 

  

A. PID Controller Design 

 

To elude congestion by detecting initial congestion, a competent mechanism is required 

which can forecast and monitor the predictable error i.e. 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑒(𝑡)[12]. The derivative (D)-control 

can forecast potential errors and produce an analytical control action relative to the rate of error 

change.  

Derivative control indication time t is: 

u(t)=KD
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑒(𝑡). 

Where KD is a period subsidiary (or time of the rate). What's more, D-control [12], [13] can 

accomplish a quick reaction and better damping (i.e., less swaying). The PID control's 

proportional (P), Integral (I), and Derivative (D) input depend on a past (I), present (P), and 

future (D) control mistake [14]. PID control creates a control signal that is a direct capacity 

that consolidates current error (P), previous error integral (I), and the current mistake rate (D) 

changeover. A nonexclusive PID control signal is :   

 

 

 u(t)=Kpe(t)+KI∫ e(t)d(t)+ KD
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑒(𝑡)   (4) 

 

 

KP is an integral gain where KI is a proportional gain, and KD is the derivative time. 

Through PID controller, the AQM algorithm can efficiently and proactively predict and 
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monitor the beginning of obstinate congestion, manage with existing congestion, and elude 

the anticipated congestion. 

 

Fig2. PID Controller Block Diagram 

 

We can communicate the PID-controller as a consecutive blend of a PD control and PI 

control. PID control can support the damping (i.e., swaying) and increment a control 

framework's ascent time (i.e., reaction speed), however can't expel the consistent state blunder. 

In correlation, PI guideline at the expense of a moderate reaction will limit the consistent state 

mistake. Since the controlled framework, the TCP stream dynamic model is a second-request 

framework, time-area execution details, for example, increment time, settling time, greatest 

over-shoot, time consistent, and consistent state blunder are diagnostically accessible [12]. 

 

B. PID Controller Scheme Process 

 

Considering a PID controller which comprises a sequentially joined PI control partition with 

a PD control divide, the Laplace change shows, the PID control signal as 

D(s) = KP+KDS+ 
𝑲𝑰

𝑺
 = DPD(S)DPI(S)= 

 (KP1+KD1S)KP2+
𝑲𝑰𝟐

𝑺
    (5) 

Where to, KP= KP1KP2+ KD1KI2, KD= KD1KP2, KI= KP1KI2. As a matter of first 

importance, the PD control part is planned. By and large, the privilege KP1 and KD1 are 

resolved for a PD guideline with the goal that a part of the ideal relative solidness is 

accomplished [16]. The relative strength is accomplished in the time area by having an ideal 

generally speaking overshoot. Next, we pick the KI2 and KP2 boundaries for the PI control 

part with the goal that the PID-controller's yield necessities can be accomplished. At last, we 

get a PID-controller with three boundaries for PID power, KP, KI, and KD. 

 

IV.  CHEMICAL REACTION OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 
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The theoretical interpretation of paradigms are studied through machine learning Meta-

heuristic algorithms are essential parts of machine learning. Nature has consistently been a 

source and motivation of logical imagination. Researchers have looked to comprehend 

nature's laws and create techniques and PC algorithms to address genuine issues. The 

production of three conventional characteristic sciences, science, material science, and 

science disciplines has delivered novel critical thinking paradigms [15]. Algorithms that are 

affected by science have been being used since 1960. 

 To take care of the issue of enhancement, specialists mimic this common wonder. 

Another basic thermodynamic hypothesis was considered in structuring the calculation. Vitality 

can't be made or slaughtered, it's changed over into one structure. Researchers cater to the utility 

and the vitality of nature's particle and center vitality cushion through the energy forms: Static 

or Kinetic. In a streamlining issue, the likely vitality of response is alluded to as the goal work, 

and motor vitality as a numerical worth that measures how much the most noticeably terrible 

worth a particle can deal with. 

 

Fig 3.  Schematic Representation of Chemical Reaction   Optimization(CRO) 

 

Fig3 above. shows the flow of CRO algorithm. Molecules with different energy levels, 

undergo a system of fundamental responses, to produce minimal energy in Chemical Reaction. 

CRO machinists are the standard responses.  

Chemical Reaction Optimization was effectively throwaway to resolve problems with 

optimization. It is improved for equally constant and distinct problems than other heuristic 

techniques. As stated by Lam[17], CRO has several advantages over other techniques. 

 

“Begin  

Initialize   PopSize, KELossRate, MoleColl, 

buffer, InitialKE, α, and β in the initial stage.  

InitialSolGen( popSize , n)   

Repeat  

Calculate PE for each molecule and set 

InitialKE for each molecule  

While (No molecule Left) Repeat  

generate a random number bϵ[0,1]  

    if b>MoleColl  

      if (number of hits - 

minimum hit number) > α  

       

 decomposition(W)  

        else  

OnwallIneffectiveCollision(w)  

      end if     

 else  
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        if KE≤β  

        Synthesis(w1, 

w2)  

        else  

    Inter-MolecularIneffective Collision(w1, 

w2)     

   end if  

while (PE of molecule remain constant for 

successive iteration)  

End” 

Fig 4. Proposed Test case CRO Algorithm 

 

The algorithm that appeared in Figure 4 starts with the production of atoms speaking to a lot 

of haphazardly chosen experiments. The wellness of the particles is determined by utilizing 

PE. The atoms experience CRO tasks, for example, inadequate impact on-divider, decay, 

ineffectual between a sub-atomic crash, combination to create new particles at every cycle. The 

calculation will stop when the atoms expected potential Energy (PE) in the progressive 

execution of the CRO strategy isn't additionally upgraded.  

 

V.  SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS 

In this segment, we have tried the concert of the Chemical Reaction Optimization PID 

controller for Active Queue Management test case plant model. The plant model simulation is 

prepared using MATLAB. In addition to the physical factory, Simulink may also simulate the 

whole regulator system including the control algorithm. As mentioned earlier, Simulink is 

particularly useful in producing rough solutions to scientific models which possibly will be "by 

hand" excessively difficult to solve 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Flow chart for Plant Model 

 

Step work is among the most valuable control configuration works in MATLAB. Given a 

portrayal of the framework, the reaction to a piece of stage information can be plotted quickly, 

without diagnostically settling the time reaction. You may characterize a stage contribution as 
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a move from zero to a limited time t=0, playing a key role. A common approach is to produce 

a linear plant approximation and then use the linearized model to use analytical techniques to 

construct a controller. When applied to the full nonlinear model, Simulink may then be used to 

simulate your controller's performance. Simulink may be used to generate the linear model and 

MATLAB may be used to design the controller as defined in the other Introduction pages. A 

PID controller analyses a fault value e(t) continuously between the variance, target set point 

(SP), and a calculated Process Variable (PV)and establishes a relation based on PID, yielding 

a resultant value that is equal to that of the current erroneous. The final parameter obtained, the 

proportional gain constant, can be multiplied the error by a constant Kp and thus be modified. 

Pout = K p e (t) shall give the proportional term. The accumulated instantaneous error in PID 

controller is multiplied and added by the integral gain (Ki), the controller output. The integral 

term is I out = Ki ∫0te(t)dt. The process error derivative, however, is calculated by determining 

the error stop over time, and also by multiplying this change rate by the derivative gain, Kd. 

The value of the derivative term's contribution to the derivative gain, Kd, is Dout = K d de(t)dt. 

 

 

 
Fig 6. The graphical programming model of Chemical 

    Reaction Optimization PID Algorithm 

 

 
Fig 7. The graphical programming model of Chemical  

    Reaction Optimization PID Algorithm 
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Fig 8 Graphical programming model of Chemical   

    Reaction Optimization PID Algorithm 

 

 The above Fig 6, 7,8. Show that MATLAB based graphical programming environment 

for plant modeling. The model of the simulation is using a drag and drop system which can be 

easily connected with the model of CRO PID Algorithm. we can customize the components 

we use, and we have components that activate mathematical operations. 

The plant model we will take it as transformation equation and it will check PID values 

in each iteration. We apply PID controller model to the control system can be expressed in fig 

4. The response achieved after tuning is shown in Figures 6, 7, 8. The proposed CRO algorithm 

evaluates the recital of PID controller and it will give the best steady-state output. 

The results of simulation tests on the efficiency of this segment have CRO-dependent 

TCP/AQM. The performance of the PI controller is being used as a baseline controller, to check 

the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

 

 

 
Fig 9. Iteration response of CRO test model tuning method 
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           Fig 10. Iteration response of CRO test model   tuning method 

 

This figure showed that the CRO-PID controller has reached the Expected tail length 

and lesser overrun, faster reaction, and lower undershoot with more stability than the PI 

controller.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In Internet Community, Active Queue Management was an exceptionally dynamic 

territory. This means to accomplish the low holding up postponement and high association 

productivity by specifically dropping/stamping parcels at transitional hubs, and is likewise an 

improved instrument for start to finish clog the board. The heuristic engineering joined with 

recreation tests was trailed by most AQM investigates. The coordinated proficiency of a 

calculation is certainly difficult to investigate and assess to give a strategy to tuning controller 

boundaries, additionally the responsiveness is excessively moderate, and the cushion size 

necessity is too extraordinary which is illogical. We included the differential segment in the 

controller structure as an improvement to the PI controller and built up the PID controller for 

the AQM framework dependent on the decided edges of increase and stage to alter the 

controller boundaries. The CRO Chemical Reaction Optimization executed by running the 

plant model and tuning the Kp, Ki, Kd model. The effects of the tuning show the exact control 

parameters. The tuned value is again used to run the Simulink model and the result finally 

shows the better performance, the plant is managed by the PID tuning algorithm.  
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